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In a practice situated in video and working with
archives, Aideen Doran’s artworks often focus on
moments of transformation or trauma. Through
a process of intuitive and considered collaging,
she combines material and thematic sources to
create new narrative constructions that revisit
historical moments, analyse the contemporary
world and look speculatively to the future.
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Working meticulously and instinctively, Doran
collects material and ideas from diverse
sources, both profound and peculiar, relating
to a range of disparate places and times. This
is then investigated, unraveled and re-collated
into multi-layered audio-visual works or physical
archival displays. By combining found archival
footage with dislocated fragments of text
and audio – carefully edited and augmented
with digitally synthesised soundtracks and
voice-overs – Doran builds multifaceted works
that challenge and subvert traditional visual
essay forms.
Doran looks to sites and situations of transition
or rupture, be it political, social or psychological.
She is drawn to points of threshold and
breakdown, and the unorthodoxy, the ‘monsters’,
that emerge from these schisms. Questions
around the visibility and value of labour and
production, particularly from a gendered or
artist’s perspective run through the work. As
does an investigation of identity. What does
it mean to be human, to have a ‘self’? To be a
decaying being in a deteriorating world, and
how this can be processed and addressed.
Doran considers how society and nature can
and must mutate and adopt altered states
in order to survive and progress – exploring
points where the established order or methods
of communication and understanding have
fractured or collapsed, and considers the
potential consequences and aftermath.
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The Mechanical Child
Taking a 1950s case study by psychiatrist Bruno Bettelheim
as its jumping off point, Aideen Doran’s 2017 video
The Mechanical Child explores the complex and fluid
relationships between humans, machines and foreign bodies.
Bettelheim’s subject was Joey, a young autistic boy who
believed he was a robot. Bettelheim posited the now
discredited theory that autism was a consequence of
parental neglect, citing Joey’s mother’s indifference to her
son as the cause of his detached sense of social relations
and retreat to a ‘mechanical’ state. By combining Joey’s story
with a network of other text and image references, Doran
creates an abstract study into what it means to be human
at a time when the term has never been more mutable
and fluid.
A recurring series of images begins with a bunch of bananas,
mysteriously branded with the iconic Louis Vuitton logo.
Both absurd and aspirational, it rotates revealing its twodimensionality – a flat, superficial symbol. To the beat of a
pulsing digital soundtrack the bunch morphs into a dais, and
a surprised stone face – mined icons of an archaeological
past. Then three dislocated stone body parts appear, lined
up like a macabre fruit machine or cryptic riddle. The single
hand, set of eyes and breast are votive offerings, traditional
tokens to ancient deities, given either in hope of or as thanks
for a cured ailment. Though detached the parts retain the
potential of human form. They stare, turn, wave.
The screen is then filled by a large lump of wet, pliable clay,
pallid grey against a similarly hued background. Despite
thumb prints on its lunar-like surface suggesting its potential,
it remains frustratingly unformed. Commonly used in
trauma therapy, clay sculpting replaces traditional modes
of communication, with patients invited to manipulate the
physical matter in order to express themselves when verbal
interaction has failed. The tactile, highly sensory medium
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can be delicately shaped, or pounded with force to both
relieve frustration and unlock unspoken or unspeakable
truths. Balancing on a sculptor’s stand Doran’s pre-formed
apparition waits patiently to be moulded and afforded form
by a human hand.
Doran’s imagery is overlaid by a scripted voice-over,
collaged together from texts contemplating the complicated
and fluid nature of identity. Ovid’s ‘Metamorphoses’ is
ventriloquized. The epic 8AD poem sets out to ‘speak of
forms that change into new entities’ whilst questioning the
very nature of metamorphoses from and to the human. The
multiple episodes cover the absurd, humorous and often
violent nature of the transformative process. The fragments
also feature Jackie Wang’s ‘We are Epistolary Aliens’. In
her 2014 essay, Wang recounts her disappointment at a
visit to Roswell, the infamous site of an alleged UFO crash
in 1947, notably her dismay at the fabricated ‘aliens’ she
encountered in the Research Centre. With their overly large
heads and four-fingered hands, the foreign bodies are laid
out on operating tables or posed clumsily in formulaic sci-fi
tableaux. Wang laments the lack of imagination shown by
their creators, illustrating an inherent human inability to
envision anything far beyond their own form and sense of
self, or prophesy a future in anything other than their own
image. The structure is adopted from Martin Crimp’s work
for stage ‘Attempts on Her Life’. The ‘her’ of the title is a
conspicuously absent entity whose identity is revealed,
confused and disputed through the increasingly abstract
accounts of others. Essentially plotless, and consciously
ambiguous, Crimp’s script leaves the work open to the
reinterpretation of each individual staging director.
The amorphous clay orb re-appears. Voices compare notes
on some unspecified recipe for humanity – ‘no, no, no, no,
no – that’s not right. Not enough empathy,’ ‘not enough
sympathy,’ as if some unseen Frankenstein’s monster has
yet again failed its Turing Test and will require further work
in order to convince of its autonomy – caught in a perpetual
cycle of incompleteness.
‘Let’s start over, let’s start again.’

Bettelheim’s case study took place at a time when
the behaviour and condition adopted by Joey was
technologically unimaginable and considered absurd. A
key part of Joey’s condition was an inherent disgust at
natural embodied processes such as eating and defecating,
leading him to imagine external digestion mechanisms
through drawings and models. Reconsidered today, the
‘mechanical’ state he adopted speaks closely to a transhuman proposition, where the idea of a disembodied
existence is becoming a genuine and increasingly soughtafter prospect. We sit at a juncture where technology is
facilitating and necessitating a radical re-analysis of the
boundaries of humanity and mortality. The desire to be free
from one’s body, detached from the messy reality of its
natural functions, is ideologically free from an understanding
or acknowledgment of the loss this dislocation may entail.
By intricately clashing and weaving together her host of
historical and contemporary sources, Doran reveals the
complex philosophical, social and biological implications
inherent in this idealistic pursuit.
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Biography

Talbot Rice Residents

Aideen Doran

Talbot Rice Residents provides time and support for earlycareer Scottish-based artists within the unique context
of Talbot Rice Gallery, Edinburgh College of Art and the
University of Edinburgh.

Aideen Doran (b. 1984 in Lurgan, Northern Ireland) lives and
works in Glasgow, Scotland. Recent solo and group exhibitions
include: In/Action, Santa Maria della Scala, Sienna, Italy (2018),
Lavish and Judicious, CCA Derry-Londonderry, UK (2018), Bone
Meal, The Hidden Gardens, Glasgow, UK (2018), Lux Salon, Lux,
London, UK (2018), Catalyst Commissions, Catalyst Arts, Belfast,
UK (2017), Coppice, Verge Gallery, Sydney, Australia (2016).
Her work has been supported by Creative Scotland, The Arts
Council of Northern Ireland and The British Council.

The programme provides a unique research and
development opportunity to artists at a critical point in their
career. Rigorous exploration, experimentation and risktaking is encouraged within a culture of care and curiosity.
Residents are provided with studio and office space, access
to workshops, libraries and collections, as well as contact
with the vast academic community within the University of
Edinburgh and ongoing curatorial and technical support from
the Talbot Rice team.
The Talbot Rice Residents programme is part of a UK-wide
initiative funded by the Freelands Foundation to support
and grow creative communities by fostering long-term
relationships and collaborations between artists and
arts organisations. Talbot Rice Gallery became the Scottish
recipient of the award in 2018 alongside G39, Cardiff,
PS2 (Paragon Studios / Project Space), Belfast and Site
Gallery, Sheffield.
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